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Organs without Bodies 2016-05-06

the latest book by the slovenian critic slavoj zizek takes the work of french philosopher gilles deleuze as the beginning of a dazzling inquiry
into the realms of radical politics philosophy film hitchcock fight club and psychoanalysis of organs without bodies joan copjec imagine there
s no woman has written with all his ususal humor and invention zizek the acknowledged master of the 180 degree turn here takes a trip into
enemy territory to deliver deleuze of a marvelously rebellious child one that seriously challenges deleuze s other progeny with a surprising
but convincing bid for succession those who thought deleuze s forward march into the future would follow a straight path are forced to
rethink their stance from now on all readings of deleuze will have to take a detour through this important even necessary book eric santner
on the psychopathology of everyday life describes organs without bodies as offering an entirely new degree of conceptual clarity and
political urgency through his deep engagement with the logic of deleuze s project zizek opens up new possibilities of thought beyond the terms
of the current political debates on globalization democratization war on terror once again zizek has produced an utterly timely and
radically untimely meditation recently profiled in the new yorker and hailed by the village voice as the giant of ljubljana zizek is one of the
most provocative and entertaining thinkers at work today

Organs Without Bodies 2004

slavoj zizek takes the work of french philosopher gilles deleuze as the beginning of a dazzling enquiry into the realms of radical politics
philosophy film and psychoanalysis

Did Somebody Say Ideology? 2007

did somebody say ideology explores the philosophical political and psychoanalytic foundations of slavoj �1 2i�3 4ek� tm s work almost
two decades after his arrival on the international scene of contemporary philosophy with the sublime object of ideology 1989 the book
generally focuses on the understanding and applicability of �1 2i�3 4ek� tm s theory of ideology arguably the distinguishing and most
original feature in his oeuvre so far the first part contains six essays that carry out specific investigations into key aspects of the
slovenian philosopher� tm s work the second part practices �1 2i�3 4ek� tm s own injunction about lacan � oediscover lacanian themes
everywhere � on �1 2i�3 4ek himself employing his theories in different contexts and relating them to other thinkers each study in the present
volume testifies to the extraordinary vitality of �1 2i�3 4ek� tm s writing demonstrating how his psychoanalytic brand of ideology
critique fosters innovative research in a variety of intellectual fields and academic disciplines
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Slavoj Zizek and Dialectical Materialism 2016-01-26

this book is the first volume to bring together the most prominent scholars who work on slavoj i ek s philosophy examining and interrogating
his understanding of dialectical materialism it deserves to be thoroughly and systematically elaborated because it attempts to propose a
new foundation for dialectical materialism
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The Symbolic, the Sublime, and Slavoj Zizek's Theory of Film 2016-01-20

returning to questions about ideology and subjectivity flisfeder argues that slavoj �i�ek s theory of film aims to re politicize film studies
and film theory bringing cinema into the fold of twenty first century politics
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Zizek and Politics 2010-03-14

in zizek and politics geoff boucher and matthew sharpe go beyond standard introductions to spell out a new approach to reading zizek one
that can be highly critical as well as deeply appreciative they show that zizek has a raft of fundamental positions that enable his
theoretical positions to be put to work on practical problems explaining these positions with clear examples they outline why zizek s
confrontation with thinkers such as derrida foucault and deleuze has so radically changed how we think about society they then go on to
track zizek s own intellectual development during the last twenty years as he has grappled with theoretical problems and the political
climate of the war on terror this book is a major addition to the literature on zizek and a crucial critical introduction to his thought
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Universal Politics 2021-09-17

in universal politics ilan kapoor and zahi zalloua argue that in the face of the relentless advance of global capitalism a universal politics is
needed today more than ever but rather than appealing to the narrow particularism of identity politics the authors argue for a negative
universality rooted in social antagonism i e shared experiences of exploitation and marginalization this conception of shared struggle avoids
the trap of a neocolonial universalism while foregrounding the politics of the systematically dispossessed and excluded the book examines
what a universal politics might look like in the context of key current global sites of struggle including climate change workers struggles
the palestinian question the refugee crisis black lives matter metoo political islam the bolivian state under morales the european union and
covid 19 it also discusses the main political ingredients gaps and limitations of a universal politics

Lacanian Ink 41/42 2013-03-30

the very first book dedicated to slavoj zizek s theoretical treatment of law this book gathers widely recognized zizek scholars as well as
legal theorists to offer a sustained analysis of the place of law in zizek s work whether it is with reference to symbolic law
psychoanalytical law religious law positive law human rights to lacan s hegel s or kant s philosophies of law or even to jewish or buddhist
law zizek returns again and again to law and what his work offers this volume demonstrates is a radically new approach to law and a
rethinking of its role within the framework of radical politics with the help of zizek himself who here and for the first time directly engages
with the topic of law this collection provides an authoritative account of zizek and law it will be invaluable resource for researchers and
students in the fields of law legal theory legal philosophy political theory psychoanalysis theology and cultural studies
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Zizek and Law 2015-03-05

�i�ek and heidegger offers a radical new interpretation of the work of slavoj �i�ek one of the world s leading contemporary thinkers through
a study of his relationship with the work of martin heidegger thomas brockelman argues that �i�ek s oeuvre is largely a response to heidegger
s philosophy of finitude an immanent critique of it which pulls it in the direction of revolutionary praxis brockelman also finds limitations in
�i�ek s relationship with heidegger specifically in his ambivalence about heidegger s techno phobia brockelman s critique of �i�ek departs from
this ambivalence a fundamental tension in �i�ek s work between a historicist critical theory of techno capitalism and an anti historicist
theory of revolutionary change in addition to clarifying what �i�ek has to say about our world and about the possibility of radical
change in it �i�ek and heidegger explores the various ways in which this split at the center of his thought appears within it in �i�ek s views on
history or on the relationship between the revolutionary leader and the proletariat or between the analyst and the analysand

Zizek and Heidegger 2011-11-03

an original and compelling critique of contemporary continental theory through a rehabilitation of the negative

Persistence of the Negative 2012-03-13

philosopher cultural critic and agent provocateur slavoj �i�ek constructs a fascinating new framework to look at the forces of violence
in our world using history philosophy books movies lacanian psychiatry and jokes slavoj �i�ek examines the ways we perceive and misperceive
violence drawing from his unique cultural vision �i�ek brings new light to the paris riots of 2005 he questions the permissiveness of violence
in philanthropy in daring terms he reflects on the powerful image and determination of contemporary terrorists violence �i�ek states takes
three forms subjective crime terror objective racism hate speech discrimination and systemic the catastrophic effects of economic and political
systems and often one form of violence blunts our ability to see the others raising complicated questions does the advent of capitalism and
indeed civilization cause more violence than it prevents is there violence in the simple idea of the neighbour and could the appropriate form of
action against violence today simply be to contemplate to think beginning with these and other equally contemplative questions �i�ek
discusses the inherent violence of globalization capitalism fundamentalism and language in a work that will confirm his standing as one of
our most erudite and incendiary modern thinkers

Violence 2008-07-22

slavoj �i�ek s prolific comments on anti semitism islamophobia scapegoating popular nationalism the refugee crisis eurocentrism the war on
terror neocolonialism global justice and rioting comprise a dizzying array of thinking but what can we pull out of his various writings and
commentaries on race in the contemporary world is there anything approaching a �i�ekian philosophy of race zahi zalloua argues here that
there is and that the often polemical style of �i�ek s pronouncements shouldn t undermine the importance and urgency of his work in this area
zalloua not only examines �i�ek s philosophy of race but addresses the misconceptions that have arisen and some of the perceived
shortcomings in his work to date �i�ek on race also puts �i�ek in dialogue with critical race and anti colonial studies dwelling on the
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sparks struck up by this dialogue and the differences gaps and absences it points up engaging �i�ek s singular contribution to the analysis of
race and racism �i�ek on race both patiently interrogates and critically extends his direct comments on the topic developing more fully the
potential of his thought in a response to the book �i�ek boldly reaffirms his theoretical stance clarifying further his often difficult to work
out positions on some of his more controversial pronouncements

�i�ek on Race 2020-02-20

this is the first book devoted entirely to exploring �i�ek s peculiar kind of paulinism it seeks to provide a full map of the marxist philosopher s
interpretations of paul and critically engage with it as one of several radical leftists of european critical thought �i�ek embraces the
legacy of an ancient apostle in fascinating ways this work considers �i�ek s philosophical and political readings of paul through the lens of
reception history and argues that through this recent philosophical turn to paul notions of the historical and philosophical are reproduced
and negotiated anew

The Reception of Paul the Apostle in the Works of Slavoj �i�ek 2018-06-20

modern audiovisual media have spawned a plague of fantasies electronically inspired phantasms that cloud the ability to reason and prevent
a true understanding of a world increasingly dominated by abstractions whether those of digital technology or the speculative market into
this arena enters zizek equipped with an agile wit and the skills of a prodigious scholar he confidently ranges among a dazzling array of
cultural references explicating robert schumann as deftly as he does john carpenter to demonstrate how the modern condition blinds us to
the ideological basis of our lives

The Plague of Fantasies 2020-05-05

communist conservative anti semantic slavoj zizek s work attracts a lot of labels most of them pejorative chris mcmillan seeks to identify
zizek s unique and productive contribution to social and political theory constructing a response to the diff

Zizek and Communist Strategy 2013-10-30
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the danish director lars von trier is undoubtedly one of the world s most important and controversial filmmakers and arguably so because
of the depiction of women in his films he has been criticized for subjecting his female characters to unacceptable levels of violence or reducing
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them to masochistic self abnegation as with bess in breaking the waves she in antichrist and joe in nymphomaniac at other times it is the women
in his films who are dominant or break out in violence as in his adaptation of euripides medea the conclusion of dogville and perhaps
throughout nymphomaniac lars von trier s women confronts these dichotomies head on editors rex butler and david denny do not take a
position either for or against von trier but rather consider how both attitudes fall short of the real difficulty of his films which may simply
not conform to any kind of feminist or indeed anti feminist politics as they are currently configured using lacanian psychoanalysis and
acknowledging the work of prior scholars on the films lars von trier s women reveals hidden resources for a renewed feminist politics and
social practice

Lars von Trier's Women 2016-11-17

law ethics and the biopolitical explores the idea that legal authority is no longer related to national sovereignty but to the moral
attempt to nurture life the book argues that whilst the relationship between law and ethics has long been a central concern in legal studies
it is now the relationship between law and life that is becoming crucial the waning legitimacy of conventional conceptions of sovereignty is
signalled the renewal of a version of natural law evident in discourses of human rights that de emphasises the role of a divine law giver in
favour of an aristotelian conception of the natural purpose of life and the common good synthesising elements of legal scholarship on
sovereignty theories of biopolitics and biopower as well as recent developments in the domains of ethics amy swiffen examines the invocation
of life as a foundation for legal authority the book documents the connection between law life and contemporary forms of biopolitical
power by critically analysing the fundamental principles of the bioethical paradigm unique in its critical and cross disciplinary approach law
ethics and the biopolitical will be of interest to students and teachers in the areas of law and society law and literature critical legal
studies social theory bioethics psychoanalysis and biopolitics

Law, Ethics and the Biopolitical 2010-12-13

good theory bad politics this is how zizek s works have been described now chris mcmillan argues that zizek s reading of global capitalism
could reinvent political subversion he highlights the political consequences of zizek s fundamental concepts such as the lacanian real
universality and the communist hypothesis he argues that zizek s turn to communism represents the ultimate significance of zizek s work for the
21st century and a marked new direction for zizekian theory while zizek s work attracts a lot of labels most of them pejorative communist
conservative anti semantic chris mcmillan identifies zizek s unique and productive contribution to social and political theory constructing his
work as a response to the difficulties of contemporary social theory and the political deadlock of global capitalism

Zizek and Communist Strategy 2012-05-31

on �i�ek s dialectics explores the theoretical and practical potential of the psychoanalytic method deployed by slavoj �i�ek by
investigating its epistemological implications within our contemporary capitalist universe the book begins by evaluating zizek s account of
the capitalist ideology of enjoyment through the analysis of lacan s critique of marx s surplus value if the originality of �i�ek s wager lies
in the claim that enjoyment secretly sustains our ideological space can we think of surplus jouissance in a way that not only unmasks the
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ruse of capitalism but also adumbrates the construction of an alternative social space the answer to this question is developed in the
second part of the book arguing that the transformative potential of zizek s epistemology needs to be fully unravelled if it is to avoid the
risk of congealing into mere academic exercise fabio vighi attempts to politicise �i�ek s groundbreaking critical method by calling upon the
necessity to translate its emphasis on the indigestible surplus of knowledge into the drive to think the new under the current conditions this
creative moment can no longer be delayed

On Zizek's Dialectics 2010-06-15

social ethics and governance in contemporary african writing is the first book to bring rigorous literary philosophical and artistic discourse
together to interrogate the ethics of governance and development in postcolonial africa it takes literature seriously as a context for
philosophical reflection vividly engaging the human agency creativity and resourcefulness of local nigerians as political and social actors
and shedding new light on the dynamics of human flourishing drawing on important secondary scholarship across several humanities disciplines
especially literature philosophy and the performing arts nimi wariboko provides compelling and innovative analysis of the challenges and
opportunities on governance and development in postcolonial nigerian state and society with a detailed introductory chapter and an
authoritative analysis contained in six cohesive chapters all anchored in political and social ethics and close readings of fascinating
literary and artistic works such as a igoni barrett s blackass and the comedy skits of mc edo pikin this is a landmark contribution to nigerian
cultural studies wariboko s practical engagement between literature and philosophy also opens up new ways of seeing literary analysis as
ethical methodology beyond the specific contexts of nigeria or africa

Social Ethics and Governance in Contemporary African Writing 2023-01-12

this book brings together two of the most influential thinkers in critical theory by unmasking reality as contingent symbolic fiction the
authors argue foucauldian criticism has only deconstructed the world in different ways the point however is to recognize the real in what
appears to be mere symbolic fiction �i�ek and to change it

Zizek 2007-11-06

an essay by philosopher slavoj zizek with an english translation of schelling s beautiful and evocative ages of the world second draft

The Abyss of Freedom 1997

few books in the history of development studies have had an impact like the development dictionary a guide to knowledge as power which was
edited by wolfgang sachs and published by zed books in 1992 the development dictionary was crucial in establishing what has become known
as the post development pd school this volume is devoted to the legacy of the development dictionary and to discussing post development
this book originally published as a special issue of third world quarterly
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The Development Dictionary @25 2020-05-21

the theological turn in continental philosophy and the turn to paul in political philosophy have occasioned a return to radical theology a
tradition whose philosophical heritage can be traced to the death of god announced in the work of nietzsche and hegel john d caputo s
deconstructive theology and slavoj zizek s materialist theology are two radical theologies that explore what it might mean to pass
through the death of god and to abandon this experience as specifically christian radical theology and emerging christianity demonstrates
how these theologies are transforming everyday religious practices through an examination of the work of peter rollins and kester brewin
two figures at the radical margins of a contemporary expression of western religiosity called emerging christianity the author uses her
analysis of all four figures to argue that deconstructive practices can enable religious communities to become part of a wider materialist
collective in which the death of god continues to resonate pushing the methodological boundaries of philosophy of religion by examining
religious practices as the site of philosophical signification the book challenges scholars and practitioners alike to a new and more demanding
dialogue between theory and practice

Radical Theology and Emerging Christianity 2016-03-03

through the employment of the work of slavoj �i�ek and his engagement with the apostle paul axton argues that paul in romans 6 8
understands sin as a lie grounding the subject outside of christ and salvation is an exposure and displacement of this lie the theological
significance of �i�ek along with sigmund freud and jacques lacan is his demonstration of the pervasive and systemic nature of this lie and its
description as he finds it in romans 7 the specific overlap of the two disciplines of psychology and theology is found in the psychoanalytic
understanding that the human subject or the psyche is structured in three registers the symbolic the imaginary and the real these three
registers function like a lie analogous to the pauline categories of law ego and the body of death which constitute paul s dynamic of sin s
deception axton argues that if sin is understood as a lie grounding the subject the exposure of the lie or the dispelling of any notion of
mystery connected to sin is integral to salvation and the reconstructing of the subject in christ while the lie of sin is mediated by the law
new life in the spirit is not through the law but is a principle unto itself which though it accounts for the law is beyond the law

The Psychotheology of Sin and Salvation 2015-10-22

ashley crawford investigates how such figures as ben marcus matthew barney and david lynch among other artists novelists and film
directors utilize religious themes and images via christianity judaism and mormonism to form essentially mutated variations of mainstream
belief systems he seeks to determine what drives contemporary artists to deliver implicitly religious imagery within a secular context
particularly how religious heritage and language and the mutations within those have impacted american culture to partake in an aesthetic
of apocalyptism that underwrites it
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Religious Imaging in Millennialist America 2018-09-19

posthumanism is both a descriptive and a prescriptive term firstly it registers a shift beginning in the late 1960s and epitomized by foucault s
the death of man secondly it refers to the future and a new relationship with the non human along with a different understanding of human
exceptionalism in being posthuman ontologies of the future zahi zalloua interrogates this future and shows that post does not necessarily
mean after or that what comes after is more advanced than what has gone before he pursues this line of inquiry across four distinct yet
interrelated figures cyborgs animals objects and racialized and excluded others these figures disrupt the narrative of the human and its
singularity and by reading them together zalloua determines that it is only when posthumanist discourse is combined with psychoanalysis
that subjectivity can be properly examined

Being Posthuman 2020-12-10

in these 15 taster essays you will discover the key concepts and critical approaches of the theorists who have had the most significant
impact on the humanities since 1990

From Agamben to Zizek 2010-09-10

afterword by slajov zizek it has been the brilliance of slovenian philosopher slavoj zizek b 1949 to uniquely weave theology psychoanalysis
and politics together into stunning commentary on contemporary culture assuming little prior knowledge of this controversial atheist
communist philosopher marcus pound provides the first comprehensive systematic account of zizek s work as it relates specifically to
theology and religious studies

Zizek 2008-08-20

music in youth culture examines the fantasies of post oedipal youth cultures as displayed on the landscape of popular music from a post
lacanian perspective jan jagodzinski an expert on lacan psychoanalysis and education s relationship to media maintains that a new set of
signifiers is required to grasp the sliding signification of contemporary youth he discusses topics such as the figurality of noise the
perversions of the music scene by boyz bois boys and the hysterization of it by gurlz girls grrrls music in youth culture also examines the
postmodern fan addict techno music and pop music icons jagodzinski raises the lacanian question of an ethics of the real and asks educators
to re examine youth culture

Music in Youth Culture 2005-08-19

in a time of mass mediated modernity the city becomes almost by definition a constitutively mediated city today more than ever before the
omnipresence of media in every sphere of culture is creating a new urban ontology saturating fracturing and exacerbating the manifold
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experience of city life the authors describe this condition as one of hyper mediation a qualitatively new phase in the city s historical
evolution the concept of phantasmagoria has pride of place in their study using it as an all embracing explanatory framework they explore
its meanings as a critical category to understand the culture and the architecture of the contemporary city andreotti and lahiji argue that
any account of architecture that does not include understanding the role and function of media and its impact on the city in the present tele
technological capitalist society is fundamentally flawed and incomplete their approach moves from walter benjamin through the concepts of
phantasmagoria and of media as theorized also by theodor adorno siegfried kracauer and a new generation of contemporary critics towards a
new socio critical and aesthetic analysis of the mediated space of the contemporary city

The Architecture of Phantasmagoria 2016-11-10
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